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NEW TITLES BY AUSTRALIAN SCHOLARLY, ARCADIA, ARDEN & TANTANOOLA

PERFECTLY PRICED FOR THE ARTLOVER AND GIFT-GIVER

FORMAT Hardback    PAGES 136    ISBN 978-1-925984-98-9    RELEASED 8 April    PRICE $69.95

Fiorenza

BRUNO LETI — the brilliantly talented, acclaimed 
Australian printmaker — visits Florence, Fiorenza, 
the very heart of the Italian Renaissance, and sees 
the city’s splendid architectural wonders in fresh 
ways. Inspired, he produces a stunning series of 
20 large abstract prints, in editions of 5. All feature 
in this truly superb book, which includes a history 
of these magnificent buildings and sketchbook 
images by Leti.

Ribbons of Power

‘Bruno’s take on Fiorenza . . . 
lyrical, thoughtful and playful.’

– Paolo Baracchi



FORMAT Paperback    PAGES 288    ISBN 978-1-925003-71-0   RELEASED 22 April    PRICE $39.95

A Global Perspective

Australia’s Ancient  
Aboriginal Past

MURRAY JOHNSON

NEW EDITION TO MEET DEMAND

The Aboriginal settlement of Australia is seen within a broad 
framework of human evolution and habitation.

Pioneering studies that delve into antiquity are discussed 
and current controversies are engaged, including the 
extinction of megafauna, and land management and social 
development over many millennia

The extraordinary achievements of Australian Aborigines 
are revealed.  The evidence surrounding the identity of 
Australia’s first occupants is re-examined. 

The discovery of the ‘Hobbits’ of the island of Flores showed 
that proto-humans edging towards the continent, but how 
far did their footsteps extend? 

This is just one of many challenging questions considered in 
this absorbing account of Australia’s pre-contact history.

Feral Media?

BELINDA MIDDLEWEEK

How wrong can we be when we’re sure we know? 
Very wrong — as the Chamberlain Case should always 
remind us.

Belinda Middleweek investigates the media’s and 
opinion leaders’ highly excited treatment of Azaria 
Chamberlain’s disappearance, drawing on interviews 
with journalists; analysis of television, radio and 
newspaper archives; and never-before-published 
activist pamphlets and newsletters.

She situates the Chamberlain Case in contemporary 
media debates about #Megxit, trolling, Insta-celebrity 
and hashtag activism. 

Are the media and quick-on-the-draw commentators 
today any less feral or indulgent? You be the judge.

FORMAT Paperback    PAGES 182    ISBN 978-1-922454-45-4    RELEASED 29 April    PRICE $29.95

The Chamberlain Case, 40 Years On



FORMAT Paperback    PAGES 354    ISBN 978-1-922454-76-8   RELEASED 15 April    PRICE $39.95

On Hermit Hill

ROD TUCKER

Even after seven decades of settlement, Australia centre 
remained a mystery to Europeans.  Edward John Eyre 
conceived of a vast horseshoe-shaped Lake Torrens—but 
16 years on, in 1858, Benjamin Babbage found a gap in it, 
effectively paving the way for northern settlement and 
continent crossing.  

• richly illustrated with original sketches & maps

• extensive quotation from diaries & documents

• a story of close contact between European venturers 
and Aboriginal inhabitants.

‘An important addition to our literature of the European 
exploration of inland Australia.’

— Colin Harris

Benjamin Herschel Babbage  
and the Lake Torrens Myth

Victorian Chinese Australians in World War II

For Honour and Country

EDMOND CHIU & ADIL SOH-LIM

Many Chinese Australians proudly enlisted and fought in 
WWII. They served truly and their stories of service, told 
here, reveal their patriotic determination and instances of 
outstanding courage. Some were to sacrifice their lives for 
their country.

‘Collectively, the stories highlight that Australia  
has always been a multicultural society and, if given a 
chance, Australians of all backgrounds, cultures and 

ethnicities will rally to the flag when needed, especially if 
given a “fair go” to do so.’

— Major General (Emeritus Professor) 
Darryl Low-Choy, AM, MBE, RFD, PhD (Retd)

This edition includes the text in both English and Chinese.

Published with Melbourne’s CHINESE MUSEUM.

FORMAT Paperback    PAGES 388    ISBN 978-1-922454-65-2    RELEASED 22 April    PRICE $49.95



The Winds of Change

IAN BURK

Music is an essential aspect of the life of a church, as 
is church-going in social history.  AE Floyd was well 
known as St Paul’s organist. When in June 1947 he 
unexpectedly resigned, he was succeeded in 1948 by 
Colin Campbell Ross, who made sweeping changes 
to the repertoire and his presence felt as an organist, 
choir director and orchestral conductor. His successor, 
Lance Hardy, another  very capable organist, dispensed 
with professional singers, affecting on the musical 
performance of the choir, and so the scene changed.

FORMAT Paperback    PAGES 286    ISBN 978-1-922454-11-9    RELEASED 8 April    PRICE $39.95
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TITLE ISBN PRICE QTY

Fiorenza 
Ribbons of Power

978-1-925984-98-9 $69.95

Australia’s Ancient Aboriginal Past 
A Global Perspective – New Edition

978-1-925003-71-0 $39.95

Feral Media? 
The Chamberlain Case, 40 Years On

978-1-922454-45-4 $29.95

For Honour and Country 
Victorian Chinese Australians in World War II

978-1-922454-76-8 $39.95

On Hermit Hill 
Benjamin Herschel Babbage  
and the Lake Torrens Myth

978-1-922454-65-2 $49.95

The Winds of Change 
The Music at St Pauls Cathedral,  
Melbourne 1947 – 1973

978-1-922454-11-9 $39.95

ORDER FORM

PLEASE EMAIL TO enquiry@scholarly.info or CALL (03) 9329 6963

The Music at St Pauls Cathedral,  
Melbourne 1947 – 1973


